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Frontend Developer – Angular
Description
TL,DR; – Check out a 3D Print slicing software in this video link –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUNTlb5pEWA. The new software we
are developing at Fabheads is something similar but a lot more
complicated/fun than the one on this video. If this type of software
development is not your cup of tea, then please do not apply. Thanks for
saving both of our time a bit. But if you do apply, please be prepared for
some interesting assignments ��

Hiring organization
FabMachines (A Fabheads brand)

Employment Type
Full-time

Job Location
Chennai

Base Salary
₹ 1200000

The ideal candidate will be responsible for developing, testing, and debugging our
existing 3D printing slicing web-app. Using Angular and ThreeJS, you will be
developing new exciting features in India’s first 3D slicing software.

Date posted
February 26, 2022

Responsibilities
1. Implementing new features for our existing 3D printing Slicing app using
Angular and Three.JS (3D). This will include handling and manipulating 3D
objects
2. Implement UI / UX features in the user interface
3. Implementing unit and integration tests in close collaboration with testers
4. Implementing new and maintaining existing API endpoints / sockets
5. Drafting new features based on product requirements, with maintainability
and future proof software architectures in mind

Qualifications
1. A minimum of 3 years experience in web development with JavaScript and
Typescript, knowing both the languages and common libraries
2. Profound experience with frontend frameworks, preferably Angular
3. Experience with ThreeJS or any similar 3D library (can be a deciding factor)
4. Good experience with git based development in multi-dev teams
5. A good understanding of HTML and CSS and how to implement designs
6. Successfully implemented (complex) web applications which make heavy
use of JavaScript and Angular
7. Working experience with REST APIs (having worked with Django is a big
plus)
8. Cloud experience, preferably with Ubuntu (AWS / DigitalOcean)
9. A Master / Bachelor degree in computer science or similar, or self-taught topnotch coding skills
We will be thrilled if you have:
Experience with Django, general dev-ops
Experience with 3D printing and its softwares
Well-versed in 3D graphics
Experience in debugging and profiling applications and improving their
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efficiency, scalability, and stability

Job Benefits
12 LPA CTC
5 lakh p.a. medical benefits
Performance based promotion and ESOPs

Contacts
jobs@fabheads.in
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